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Safa-E app integration with DMRC App & Representative Parking area Drop Points in the city & App Battery swap booth

and App App and Bank

 Raj wants a better way to lower his 

everyday expenses and optimize 

his work hours to sustain his 

livelihood.

 Aditi wants a transparent and 

regulated mode of transport with 

standardized prices that ensures 

safety and reliability while 

traveling.

 Raj signs up on the application
 He completes his KYC and links 

bank account through his proof 

of identity
 Links his bank account to wallet.

 Raj locates nearest 

metro station for 

first battery swap 

process
 Raj goes for his first 

battery swap
 Representative 

helps Raj during 

first battery swap 

session. (Ayush)

 Raj waits for the passengers 

outside metro stations.

 Raj reaches to the 

drop point closest to 

the preferred location 

of the passenger 
(Aditi) and stops the 

vehicle.

 Raj picks up another passenger from 

the same location and drops them at 

their destination heading back 

towards the metro station.

 Raj goes to the battery swapping 

booth in the metro station to swap 

out the discharged battery for a 

newly charged one.

 Raj now transfers 

all the money 

collected in his 

DMRC wallet to 

his bank 

account through 

the app.

 Raj gets informed about the money 

collected in the app and transfers it to 

his bank.

 Money gets transferred from Raj’s 

DMRC wallet to his bank account.

 DMRC wallet and bank integration.

 Raj scans the QR code through the 

Safa-E app available at the machine 

to get a new battery.

 Safa-E will receive data on the 

battery swapped and the driver’s 

credentials

 Money gets deducted from Raj’s 

wallet automatically on scanning QR 

code.

 Booth maintenance and availability 

of charged batteries.

 He installs the battery in his E-
Rickshaw.

 He puts back the used battery in the 

booth.

 Raj will get informed 

about the distance 

covered by Aditi
 He also gets to know 

about the amount that 

Aditi pays.

 Raj will get informed about the 

distance covered
 He also gets to know about the 

amount that every passenger needs 

to pay.

 The app will get to 

know the number 

of rides completed 

by Raj and the 

money obtained in 

his wallet.

 The app will get to know the number 

of rides completed by Raj and the 

money obtained in his wallet.

 App development of a virtual meter in 

app

 App development of a virtual meter in 

app

 Raj finds 

passengers 

including (Aditi)

 Aditi looks for an e-rickshaw driver 

outside the metro station and 

finds one in the parking area.

 Aditi scans the QR code 

available on the E-rickshaw 

again to end the ride when 

she reaches the drop point 

nearest to her destination.

 Other passengers keep hopping in 

and out to get to their destinations 

and pay through the QR codes 

available in the E-rickshaw.

 Aditi gets to know about 

the amount that will get 

deducted.

 Passengers get to know about the 

amount that will get deducted.

 Money gets transferred to DMRC 

Wallet of Raj.

 Money gets deducted from Aditi’s 

metro card.

 Money gets deducted from the 

metro cards of all passengers.

 Money gets transferred to DMRC 

Wallet of Raj.

 DMRC metro card to Wallet 

integration.

 DMRC metro card to Wallet 

integration.

 Aditi scans the code from 

her app and money gets 

deducted from her card.

 The per km cost gets calculated 

and gets divided between the 

number of passengers taking the 

ride automatically.

 All of them scan the code from their 

app and money gets deducted from 

their metro cards.

 On standby at his  parking spot.

 Shows that the ride started and 

records the distance covered

 Aditi scans the QR 

code available in the 

E-rickshaw at the 

parking area from 

the DMRC app to 

start the journey.        

 The ride starts when the 

passenger scans a QR code.

 GPS integration.

 GPS integration.

 The ride starts when 

the passenger scans 

a QR code.

 App gets to know 

how many 

passengers are 

traveling

 App Starts tracking the distance 

covered.

 Starts recording the 

distance covered.

 Sets up DMRC Wallet by 

connecting Metro Card to the app 

for ease and standardized mode 

of  payment

 Ayush guides him 

through the first battery 

swap process

 Raj scans the QR code at 
the booth to receive the 

battery for the first time

 Raj installs the battery in 

his E-rickshaw.

 Safa-E will receive 

data on the first 
battery swapped and 

the driver’s credentials

 Money gets deducted 

from Raj’s wallet 
automatically on 

scanning QR code.

 Metro card gets linked to the app 

and shows the balance in the 

card.

 Having representative to guide 

drivers and maintain booths at 

metro stations.

 Integrating with DMRC

 Negates the need of owning Lead 

Acid Batteries which are harmful 

for the environment and are 

needed to be replaced every 6 

months 

 E-Rickshaws are a green mode of 
transport reducing Carbon 

Footprint 

 Lithium Ion Batteries are 

environmentally friendly

 The system formed relies on the 

exisiting infra of DMRC,

 Upliftment of the image of 
E-Rickshaw Drivers in the 

Society

 Get introduced to the 

app. (how the app 

works
 Provides details about 

app services
 Gets a QR that connects 

his wallet to his ID.

 Registers with Safa-e and DMRC to 

use their service.

 Looks for alternatives to local 

transport options.

 Downloads DMRC application.

 Displays registration interface

 Shows the subscription plan
 Log in credentials.

 Shows option to link metro card 

with the DMRC Wallet app
 Or link it with QR code available on 

metro card.

 Shows option to scan QR code after 

pressing on start ride on the app. 

 Verification of profile

 Create driver profile with number 

plate.

 Designate QR Cod

 Safa-E service gets 

informed

 Having a user-friendly and 

intuitive application for drivers 

with preferred language choice

 FAQs and customer help.

 Having a user-friendly and 

intuitive application for 

passengers

 FAQs and customer help.

 App development.

 Bank and metro collaboration

 App development.

Raj : E-rick driver Ayush : Safa-E Representative Aditi : Passenger DMRC - Delhi Metro Rail Corporation

Create Account

Name

Email ID

Phone Number

E-Rickshaw Registeration Number

UPI ID

Upload KYC

Submit

Upload KYC

Pincode

Upload Document

Upload ID Proof

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Posuere donec et.

Front Back

Next

Upload KYC

Account Type

Submit

Name on Account

Account  Number

Security  Number

IFSC Code

Connect Metro Card

Name

Card Number OR Scan QR Code

Connect

Connect Metro Card

Name

Card Number OR Scan QR Code

Connect

46609082

Aditi Rao

Scan to Pay & End Ride!

Scan to Start Ride

Wallet Balance
₹ 1788 Go to Wallet

4.3 DL3CBR8448
Raj Kumar  1,236 Verified Trips

Scan to Pay & End Ride!

Ride Active

Distance Covered
0 km

Payment Due
₹ 0

Any Problem? Share with us! Connect!

Wallet Balance
₹ 1788 Go to Wallet

Scan to Pay & End Ride!

Ride Active

Distance Covered
1.2 km

Payment Due
₹ 12

Wallet Balance
₹ 1788 Go to Wallet

4.3 DL3CBR8448
Raj Kumar  1,236 Verified Trips

Any Problem? Share with us! Connect!

End of Ride

Ride Start

Distance Covered

2.6 km
Payment Due
₹ 23

Wallet Balance
₹ 1788 Go to Wallet

4.3 DL3CBR8448
Raj Kumar  1,236 Verified Trips

Any Problem? Share with us! Connect!

DL3CBR8448
Raj Kumar  1,236 Trips

Payment successful
₹ 23

11 March, 12:42

Wallet ID : 46609082

How was your experience with Safa-E

Wallet Balance
₹ 1765 Go To Wallet

Raj Kumar

How was your Experience :

Any Notes?

Payment successful

₹ __

11 March, 12:42

Wallet ID : 46609082

Swap Center : Rajiv Chowk A-1

Battery Swap  IC1234525

Wallet Balance
₹ 1___ Go To Wallet
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View in the numbered order for the complete service flow.


